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1.    WHAT AN INSPECTION IS: A home inspection is a limited and primarily visual inspection of the readily accessible areas and systems
of the property. Readily accessible areas or systems are those available for inspection without (i) requiring moving of personal property, or (ii)
taking apart or removing any component, devise or piece of equipment that would not be taken apart or removed by a homeowner in the
course of normal and routine homeowner maintenance.  The purpose of the inspection is to find major defects and inform the client about the
condition of the systems and components of the home as inspected at the time of the inspection.  The inspection shall be performed in
accordance with the Standards of Practice of the American Society of Home Inspectors, Inc., whose terms are incorporated herein by
reference. A copy of these standards will be made available upon request.

2.    WHAT AN INSPECTION IS NOT: The inspection is not an in depth or technically exhaustive analysis of the property and is not a code
inspection or engineering evaluation.
A.   THE INSPECTION MAY NOT FIND EVERY DEFECT: Because of the limited visual nature of the services there is a likelihood that the
inspection company may not find every defect in the property.  The client acknowledges the potential that the inspection company may not
find every possible defect and further acknowledges that the inspection company can not be responsible for defects that may exist in the
property but can not be discovered through a limited visual inspection of the readily accessible areas of the property.  Defects that are hidden,
latent, concealed, covered or in any way not discoverable at the time of the inspection are not the responsibility of the inspection company.
B.   NOT AN INSURANCE POLICY OR A WARRANTY: This inspection is not an insurance policy and/or does not provide a warranty or
guaranty of any kind on the property inspected.

3.    ITEMS NOT INCLUDED: Items which are NOT part of the inspection include, but are not limited to;
Environmental: - lead paint, asbestos, toxic materials, mold and radon (unless contracted for separately)
Appliances: - garage door opener remote transmitters/receivers, freezers, free standing kitchen

appliances, laundry appliances, water softeners and filters, self cleaning or
continuous-cleaning capabilities of ovens, security systems, lawn sprinkling systems,

timers, landscape lighting, intercoms, and interiors of chimney flues.
Equipment: - swimming pools, spas, tennis courts, playground equipment, or other recreational or leisure equipment.
Cosmetics: - floor coverings, interior paint, nicks and scratches in walls, ceilings, floors and trim or other

conditions in the property that would be considered cosmetic only.
Insects: - any non-wood infesting insects, such as fleas, cockroaches, bees, mites, ticks, flies, etc.

An inspection for wood destroying insects such as termites, carpenter ants, carpenter bees, etc.
is not included in the general home inspection but may be contracted separately.

4.     LIMITATIONS OF LIABILITY: If the inspection company should be found liable for loss or damage due to its performance or failure of
performance of the services to be provided hereunder, whether directly or indirectly in any respect, regardless of whether client's claim is
based on contract, tort, negligence, strict liability or otherwise, the inspection company's liability shall be limited to an amount equal to the
sum of money actually paid by the client to the inspection company for the services provided in connection with this agreement and such
amount shall be deemed liquidated damages and not as a penalty and shall be the exclusive liability of the inspection company to the client.
In no event shall the inspection company be liable for any special, incidental, consequential, or punitive damages of any nature or for any
claim against the client by a third party.

(This agreement is continued on the reverse side) (Page 1 of 2)

Report Prepared For:

Property Inspected: 1000 Main Street

Mr. Homebuyer

Hometown, 44646
Inspection Date: 1/1/2015

(Client)

SIMLER- Inspections is pleased to perform this inspection for
you. We attempt to provide you with the highest integrity and
honesty of service. Therefore we present the agreement below.
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Full Home Inspection
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Radon Test
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5. RIGHT OF REINSPECTION: If a component of the home, a system thereof, or any mechanical equipment servicing it inspected and
reported by the inspection company is discovered as requiring repairs or replacement which differ from that stated in the inspection
company's report and the client believes that the inspection company should be liable for the item, the client will inform the inspection
company and allow the inspection company to re-inspect the item before the client repairs or replaces the item. If the client does repair,
replace or alters the item before the inspection company has had the opportunity to re-inspect it, the client waives any and all actions
against the inspection company.

6.     WEATHER CONDITIONS: The weather conditions prior to and during the inspection can help or hinder the home inspectors ability to
find defects. For example, an air conditioner cannot be operated unless the outside air temperature is above 50 degrees.  A visual
inspection can only be performed.  If there are rainy conditions, we may be able to detect active leaks especially at roofs or foundations.
However, if the conditions are dry, we may only be able to report visible stains. It is your responsibility to question the owner if the stains are
active.  If the roof and grounds are snow covered at the time of the inspection, we can return to re-inspect these components after the snow
melts. The client agrees to contact the inspection company to re-inspect the affected components before closing. HAIL- If the inspection
states dents or pitting to the roof or sidings, this may or may not be hail damage. Hail damage sometimes takes months to show up on a
roof after a hail storm occurs. If we report dents/pitting in the exterior components, it is your responsibility to question the owner, contact an
insurance company, or have further inspections performed by specialists in that field.

The client agrees to hold harmless the inspection company for defects which could only have been found in weather conditions that were
different than the weather conditions at the time of the inspection and for any hail damage to the property.

7.    WORKING ON THE HOUSE: Contractors, repairmen, engineers, architects or homeowners that may work on the property after the
inspection may find defects through the course of disassembling components of the property.  The inspection company will not disassemble
or use any destructive techniques and therefore the inspection company will not be responsible for defects which may be found using
destructive measures.

8.    STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS: No suit or action shall be brought against the inspection company by the client for any loss, cost,
damage, expense, liability, or otherwise arising out of or relating in any way to this agreement and the services to be performed or
performed here under at any time after one (1) year after the date of the inspection.

9.     ENTIRE AGREEMENT: This agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the client and the inspection company.  Any
additional inspections shall be performed subject to the terms and conditions of this agreement, except for any applicable fees for additional
inspections.
9A.    LITIGATION: Should the client make any claim or file any lawsuit against the inspection company, the client shall pay all damages,
expenses, costs and attorney's fees of the inspection company if the the client does not win.
9B.    ARBITRATION: The parties agree to arbitrate any claim which may arise out of the performance of this Agreement. Any such claim
shall be waived unless the demand for arbitration shall be made within one year from the inspection date. This contract contains a binding
arbitration provision which may be inforced by the parties in accordance with Ohio law.

10.    WRITTEN INSPECTION REPORT: A written inspection report shall be furnished to the client by the inspection company within a
reasonable time after completion of the inspection. The client's signature below indicates that the client will read the report in its entirety. No
verbal representations shall in any way modify the written report.

11. COPIES OF THE REPORT:
As a courtesy, the inspection company can distribute copies of the inspection report to other parties such as real estate agents.

Also distribute the report to: __________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Client Date: Time:

Executed as of the date written on this agreement, Clients signature is acknowledgment that the Client has read the foregoing Agreement
and understands its terms and conditions.

(Page 2 of 2)

Report Prepared For:

Property Inspected:

Inspection Date:
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1000 Main Street

Mr. Homebuyer
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1/1/2015
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The purpose of this report is to provide the client with objective information regarding the condition of the property inspected. All of the
following definitions (in accordance with ASHI standards) are based on a limited visual inspection of the readily accessible, visually
observable, installed systems and components of the property as inspected at the time of the inspection. It is the goal of the inspection
to put a home buyer in a better position to make a buying decision. We list items into a category based on many factors that we
consider. However, an item that we list as a general repair, you may consider it a major repair. Therefore, we strongly recommend you
read the entire report and give thought to each item.
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
ACCEPTABLE:

At the time of the inspection the system or component is;
1)  performing its intended function
2)  not in need of MAJOR CONCERNS / SAFETY HAZARDS
3)  not in need of REPAIRS
4)  not in need of being MONITORED (for any specific reason)
5)  not in need of MAINTENANCE / IMPROVEMENTS.

However, an acceptable system or component may show signs of normal wear and tear and aging.
Most systems and components in properties wear out over time.

ACCEPTABLE SHOULD NOT BE CONFUSED WITH "PERFECT".
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
1 - MAJOR REPAIRS / SAFETY HAZARDS:

1)   The system or component is not performing its intended function.
and/or 2)   The system or component is a safety hazard to the occupants of the property.
and/or 3)   The system or component has a high probability of incurring substantial expense to repair or replace

now or in the near future.
MAJOR REPAIRS / SAFETY HAZARDS should be evaluated by qualified contractors before closing.
It is our intention that MAJOR REPAIRS / SAFETY HAZARDS be thoughtfully considered BEFORE CLOSING.

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
2 - GENERAL REPAIRS:

The system or component needs corrective action at the time of the inspection to assure proper and reliable function.
Items listed as GENERAL REPAIRS should be evaluated by qualified contractors.
If left unattended GENERAL REPAIRS can become MAJOR REPAIRS / SAFETY HAZARDS
REPAIRS could be remedied either before or after closing.  This will be your decision to make.

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
3 - ITEMS TO MONITOR

1) The system or component is showing some signs of past and/or possibly present defects but we are not
able to exactly determine if the defects are active or inactive and, therefore, if repair or replacement may
be necessary now or in the near future or not at all.  (For example - a water stain on a ceiling that is dry
at the time of the inspection may just be evidence of an old leak that was repaired.  We can not know for
sure, therefore we recommend questioning the owner and/or monitoring the stain.)

2) The system or component is nearing the end of its expected useful life and/or shows signs of wear and tear
that indicate that the system or component could need repairs or replacement soon.

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
4 - MAINTENANCE / IMPROVEMENTS:

We use this category to identify systems or components which are in need of routine maintenance for a
property of this age.  Periodic maintenance and servicing is necessary in all properties to insure continued
proper operation of the systems or components.   In most cases improvements are given on items that are
older and now newer and safer methods and standards exist.  Improvements are not required but are
recommended and should be considered and budgeted for.

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
5 - GENERAL COMMENTS / LIMITATIONS

We use this category to make all kinds of general comments about the property.  These can range from
helpful suggestions to interesting observations to specific limitations about the inspection.
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GUTTERS & DOWNSPOUTS:  - It appears when the roof was replaced, gutters were removed and not
reinstalled - Gutters are missing at the two front corners and rear corner (See Photos 7, 8, 9) - Suggest
installing immediately along with splashguards .
DOWNSPOUT DRAINAGE:  - The downspouts are draining through short extensions and into the yard (See
Photos 10, 11) - Suggest extending further away from the foundation.

TYPICAL ROOF MAINTENANCE:  - Inspect roof routinely throughout the year for unusual wearing, storm
damage, leaks, etc. - Keep debris cleaned off of the roof and out of the spouting system - Keep downspouts
draining properly away from the foundation - Locate all downspout underground drains and keep them flowing
properly - Inspect chimneys routinely for storm damage, cracking to concrete caps/brickwork, flashings pulling
loose, etc .

MAIN ROOF:  - Appears newer and professionally installed - Inspect routinely for unusual wearing, storm
damage and maintain as needed .  - (See Photo 1)  - (See Photo 2)  - (See Photo 3)  - (See Photo 4)
REAR LOWER ROOF:  - The roof is a low pitch design with a roll roof covering - Due to lower pitch, this roof
covering has a shorter life expectancy than other roof coverings - Appears newer and in sound condition -
Inspect routinely for unusual wearing, storm damage and maintain as needed .  - (See Photo 5)
MASONRY CHIMNEY:  - There are two masonry chimneys - It appears to us that the north chimney may not
be in use - The center chimney is venting just the hot water tank - Both chimneys show some deterioration to
mortar joints - Suggest tuckpointing as needed - There is screening on top of both chimneys - Suggest
installing rain covers instead to help prevent birds, animals, and weather from entering.  - (See Photo 6)

ROOF INSPECTION PROCEDURE: - Using ladders the entire roof area will be walked - Roof coverings,
flashings, vents, skylights, chimney exteriors, spoutings, and downspout extensions are visually inspected -
Sometimes not all underground spouting drains can be located - We do not run water through underground
drain pipes - If the roof is snow/ice covered; too steep; constructed of materials that cannot be walked on; or
are dangerous in other ways; then it will be inspected from the roof edges, windows, or using binoculars -
Roofing life expectancies can vary depending on several factors - Leakage can develop at any time and may
depend on rain intensity, wind direction, ice build up, etc  -  An exhaustive review of the interior of chimneys is
not performed .

GUTTERS

ESTIMATED AGEROOF COVERINGTYPE INSPECTEDLAYERS

FLASHINGS CHIMNEYSVENTS

Gable

Low Pitch

Asphalt/Fiberglass

Roll Roofing

1

1

+/-

+/-

Years

Years

1 ?

1 ?

From Eaves
From Ground

From Windows

Main Roof

Rear Lower

ROOF

Ridge Vents Plumbing Vent Flashing
Chimney Flashing

Joining Wall Flashing

Gutters & Downspouts
Downspout Drainage

Masonry Chimney
Chimney Cap/Flue

No Skylights
SKYLIGHTS

AVERAGE LIFE
20

10

+/-

-  15

Years

Years

1

2

3

4

5

6

1
2
3
4
5

PhotosThe items inspected are in ACCEPTABLE condition except as noted below.

1 - MAJOR REPAIRS / SAFETY HAZARDS
2 - GENERAL REPAIRS

3 - ITEMS TO MONITOR
4 - MAINTENANCE / IMPROVEMENTS

5 - GENERAL COMMENTS / LIMITATIONS
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Client:
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Hometown, OH 44646
1/1/2015

EXT. ELECTRICWINDOWSWALL COVERINGS EXT. PLUMBINGDOORSTRIM

1

2

3

4

5

6

Masonry Foundation
Vinyl Siding

Siding Trim
Fascias/Soffits

Door Exteriors
Storm/Scr. Drs.

Window Exteriors
Storm/Screen Wind.
Basement Wind. Ext.

Hose Faucets
Gas Piping/Meter

Overhead Cable
Wire Drop/Meter
Exterior Lights
Exterior Outlets

PhotosThe items inspected are in ACCEPTABLE condition except as noted below.

ROOF RETURNS:  - There are small roof returns at the corners of the house that are covered with metal -
There is peeling paint and rusting to the metal - There are some gaps where exposed wood is visible behind -
Suggest patching, sanding, painting as needed.  - (See Photo 5)  - (See Photo 6)

WIRE DROP/METER:  - Appears in acceptable condition at this time - Monitor as it ages .  - (See Photo 1)

TYPICAL EXTERIOR MAINTENANCE:  - Inspect sidings, trims, soffits, fascias routinely for unusual wearing,
damage, loose panels, etc. - Keep all exterior wood painted and caulked - Keep all exterior doors/windows
painted/caulked especially exterior doors exposed to the weather - Inspect exterior electric and test GFCI
outlets routinely - Inspect exterior plumbing for leaks and shutoff water vulnerable to freezing for winter .

FOUNDATION:  - Deterioration to some of the mortar joints evident that could be tuckpointed .  - (See Photo
2)  - (See Photo 3)
VENT:  - There is an unusual vent on the north side of the house that may be the vent for the fireplace - This
is not allowable and therefore we suggest not using the fireplace unless revisions are made - This vent could
be removed and the siding patched if desired.  - (See Photo 4)
VINYL SIDING:  - Generally appears in sound condition - Maintain as needed .
EXTERIOR OUTLETS:  - No exterior outlets visible and they could be installed as desired.
EXTERIOR LIGHTS:  - There was not lighting at the side exterior door - Additional lighting could be installed if
desired .
STORM DOORS:  - Front and rear exterior doors do not have storm doors - They could be installed if desired
- Side storm door is older and has some deterioration evident .
EXTERIOR LIGHTS:  - Rear exterior light would not come on and the bulbs may need replaced .

EXTERIOR INSPECTION PROCEDURE:  - Exterior wall coverings, foundations, trims, soffits/fascias, door
exteriors, and window exteriors are visually inspected - Exterior outlets, lights/switches are visually inspected
and tested - Landscape lighting is only visually inspected - Yard lights will only be operated if they are
controlled by a switch - Exterior piping and spigots are visually inspected and operated - Lawn sprinkling
systems, swimming pools and associated equipment, hot tubs, ponds/fountains, gas grills, and pet fencing
systems are not inspected - An exact accounting of storms/screens is not performed .

1 - MAJOR REPAIRS / SAFETY HAZARDS
2 - GENERAL REPAIRS

3 - ITEMS TO MONITOR

4 - MAINTENANCE / IMPROVEMENTS

5 - GENERAL COMMENTS / LIMITATIONS
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The items inspected are in ACCEPTABLE condition except as noted below.

Enclosed
Covered

Main Drive Drainage at Foundation
Site Drainage
Landscaping

None Entry
Porch

Walks
Steps

Railings

WALKWAYS RET. WALLS/FENCELOTDRIVEWAY PORCHES/PATIOS
Front
Rear

1

2

3

4

5

6

Photos

7

PORCH:  - Rear porch is missing railings at the end - There is deterioration to wood at the corner - The metal
wrap around the post is dented / damaged - Repair as needed.  - (See Photo 3)  - (See Photo 4)
DRAINAGE:  - The site appears to be very flat including the ground around the immediate foundation - It
appears a perforated drainage pipe was installed along the south walk - However, it is damaged and we could
not determine where it drains to - A new pipe may need installed - Question owner if water ponds in the yard -
It is possible topsoil may need added, walks replaced, etc. to improve drainage.  - (See Photo 5)  - (See Photo
6)  - (See Photo 7)

TYPICAL GROUNDS MAINTENANCE:  - Keep leaves/debris cleaned away from the foundation - Keep
landscaping trimmed away from the property - Make sure ground and paving is sloping properly away from
the foundation - Keep porches/decks sealed/painted - Keep stoops sealed/caulked where they meet the
house wall to help prevent water entry .

STEPS:  - Front wood steps are tilted slightly and could be slippery when wet - The steps could be leveled.  -
(See Photo 1)
WALKS:  - Walks were partly snow covered - There appears to be some cracking/settling and trip hazards -
The walks could be replaced if desired.  - (See Photo 2)  - (See Photo 5) - There is not any sidewalk to the
garage service door - May desire installing.
DRIVE:  - There is currently no driveway to the garage - May desire installing.
LANDSCAPING:  - There are large trees near the structure - Suggest keeping leaves and debris off of the
roof, out of the spouting system, and away from the foundation .
ENTRY:  - The front entry room was likely an open porch at one time and later enclosed - The front door is
newer and appears in sound condition - There is a cracked glass pane that could be replaced if needed - The
windows are painted closed - There is an outlet in the entry however we could not get any power to it -
Registers are loose and could be secured - Texture has been applied over the original ceiling tiles .

GROUNDS INSPECTION PROCEDURE:  - Exterior drainage, exterior paving, landscaping, fencing,
retaining walls, and porches/decks/patios/balconies are visually inspected - Playground equipment is not
inspected - Visibility under porches and decks is usually limited - Underground piping/tanks or the stability of
the soil is not evaluated - The evaluation of the landscaping only concerns its relationship to structures and
not the health of the plants ..

1 - MAJOR REPAIRS / SAFETY HAZARDS
2 - GENERAL REPAIRS

3 - ITEMS TO MONITOR
4 - MAINTENANCE / IMPROVEMENTS

5 - GENERAL COMMENTS / LIMITATIONS
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DOORS

LAYERS

INTERIOR FOUNDATION

EXT. WALLS OUTBUILDINGSGUTTERS
1 1 ? No Garage Gutters Vinyl Siding None

Masonry Fd.No ElectricGar. Walls/Ceil.
Garage Floor

Garage Windows

Vehicle Door

Service Door

None
ELECTRICAL PLUMBING/HEATING

1

2

3

4

5

The items inspected are in ACCEPTABLE condition except as noted below. Photos

ROOFING
Asphalt/Fiberglass +/-

AGE

6

7

Exterior -

Interior -

GARAGE GUTTERS:  - There are not any gutters on the garage - Water draining near the foundation or
framing could cause damage or structural movement - Suggest installing gutters and extending them away
properly .  - (See Photo 1)
VINYL SIDING:  - Panel(s) have holes/cracks and could be replaced .  - (See Photo 2)  - (See Photo 3)
GARAGE WINDOWS:  - Garage windows are very old - There is deterioration to wood/glazing/peeling paint -
The windows may need updated .  - (See Photo 5)  - (See Photo 6)
VEHICLE DOOR(S):  - Hinged garage doors are older - There is some deterioration to wood and loose hinges
- Repair or update as needed.  - (See Photo 7)

STRUCTURE:  - The garage framing generally appears in structurally sound condition at this time - Some
newer wood was installed when the roof was replaced - There are some old water stains on the subroofing -
Monitor .  - (See Photo 9)

TYPICAL GARAGE MAINTENANCE:  - The garage roof, spoutings, sidings, doors, windows should be
maintained as noted for the house - Test GFCI type outlets routinely - Inspect garage plumbing for leaks and
shutoff water vulnerable to freezing for cold weather - Test the garage door opener safety return device
routinely .

GARAGE ROOF:  - Appears newer and professionally installed - Inspect routinely for unusual wearing, storm
damage and maintain as needed .
DEBRIS:  - There is overgrowth/debris against the rear of the garage - This increases the risk of insect or
moisture damage - Suggest removing.  - (See Photo 4)
GARAGE ELECTRIC:  - There is not any electricity to the garage - It could be installed if desired .
GARAGE FLOOR:  - Floor is just dirt - There are tree roots growing into the garage - Concrete or gravel could
be installed.  - (See Photo 8)

GARAGE INSPECTION PROCEDURE: - Roof, spoutings, exterior walls, foundation, doors, windows, interior
floors/walls/ceiling, electric, plumbing, and heating units will be inspected/operated the same as the house
systems - Overhead doors will be operated - The opener and safety return device will be tested unless noted .

1 - MAJOR REPAIRS / SAFETY HAZARDS
2 - GENERAL REPAIRS

3 - ITEMS TO MONITOR

4 - MAINTENANCE / IMPROVEMENTS

5 - GENERAL COMMENTS / LIMITATIONS
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TYPE EXPECTED LIFEEST. AGE
HEATING
UNIT(S):

COOLING
UNIT(S):

Htng. General Cond.
Heating Operation
Fuel Lines
Burners
Heat Exchanger

Ductwork
Registers

Blower Fan

A/C General Condition
A/C Operation
A/C Cabinet
A/C Air Ventilation
A/C Cooling Lines

Gas

Electric

Forced Air

Central A/C

15+/-
RATING

High Efficiency

Standard

25

15 20

+/-

+/- +/-

Clearances
Exhaust Flue Pipe
Combustion Air
Heating Wiring
Thermostat

A/C Electric Wiring
Thermostat
A/C Cleanliness
Condensate Drain

HEATING COMPONENTS DISTRIBUTION COOLING COMPONENTS

2

3

4

5

6

The items inspected are in ACCEPTABLE condition except as noted below.
1

Photos

1
2
3
1
2
3

Standard Filter
ACC'S

DUCTWORK:  - Duct repairs are needed - A duct at the NW corner of the basement has fallen and is laying on
the basement floor - This duct is also disconnected where it connects to the main duct (See Photos 4, 5, 6) -
There is a duct in the SW corner room that has gaps at a joint (See Photo 7) - Holes were awkwardly cut into a
duct in the center of the basement - Suggest patching and installing a heat source to the basement as needed
(See Photo 8) - Most ductwork is newer however, there are small older sections of ducts - Wrapping on these
may contain asbestos fibers - Some is frayed / deteriorated - Suggest removing or covering.  - (See Photo 9)  -
(See Photo 10)

TYPICAL HVAC MAINTENANCE:  - The heating/cooling system should be serviced annually by a professional
heating contractor - Furnace filters should be checked regularly and replaced/cleaned as needed - Humidifiers,
if present, should be cleaned before each heating season at least - Boiler gauges, site glass, pumps, etc. should
be checked regularly for proper operation - Do not store items, especially paint, close to gas appliances .

AIR CONDITIONER:  - Generally showing typical wearing for its age - See estimated age and expected life
listed above - The exterior compressor is leaning and should be leveled - Air conditioner could not be operated
because of cold outside temperatures - A visual inspection could only be performed - Suggest questioning the
owner on how it operated last summer and suggest obtaining maintenance records if possible - Suggest annual
servicing by a cooling contractor .  - (See Photo 1)
HEATING SYSTEM:  - Generally showing typical wearing for its age - See estimated age and expected life
listed above - System appears functional at this time - It is somewhat dusty/dirty inside - Suggest immediate and
then annual servicing by a heating contractor .  - (See Photo 2) - A screw is missing on the cover door - Suggest
installing.
FILTER:  - Standard type - Suggest checking the filter regularly and replacing as needed .  - (See Photo 3)
DUCTWORK:  - Ductwork appears to be dirty - Suggest having them cleaned to remove dirt and bacteria .

HEATING/COOLING INSPECTION PROCEDURE:  - The heating system is inspected by removing any access
panels and visually reviewing the unit - On forced air systems, using mirrors, we attempt to view as much of the
heat exchanger and air conditioner coils as possible; however, much of these components are not visible - The
visible ductwork and/or piping will be inspected - The heating system will be operated - The flame pattern,
fans/pumps, limit controls, electrical connections, gas hook-ups, and thermostats will be evaluated - The
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The items inspected are in ACCEPTABLE condition except as noted below.
1

Photos

SIZE TYPE AGE EXP. LIFE
40 Gallon Gas 9+/- 10 - 151

2
3

PLUMB. DESIGN SUPPLY PIPESSUPPLY ENTRY
Represented To Be-

Municipal Water
Municipal Sewer

Location Basement
Entry Pipe-Galv.

Main Shutoff

Copper Piping
CPVC Piping

WASTE PIPESWASTE EXIT
Location Basement
Exit Pipe- Cast Iron

Main Clean-Out

Metal Waste Piping
Plastic Waste Piping

FUEL PIPES
Gas Entry/Meter

Gas Piping

WATER
HEATER(S):

W.H.  COMPONENTS
WH Operation

WH General Condition
WH Plumbing Fittings

WH Relief Valve
WH Burners

WH Exhaust Flue Pipe

LOCATION
Basement

7

BASEMENT CHIMNEY:  - Some deterioration to mortar joints evident - Suggest tuckpointing as needed - The
hot water tank is venting into this chimney - A new liner was not installed - Suggest review by a plumbing
contractor and a liner installed if needed - Sometimes interior chimneys do not need liners - When the hot water
tank is updated, a high efficiency tank could be installed and the chimney would not be needed.  - (See Photo 9)

SUPPLY PIPING:  - Most of the basement supply piping has been updated to CPVC - There is copper piping to
the second floor bath - CPVC is a newer type of plastic piping being used today - There is heavy corrosion at a
pipe joint above the hot water tank (See Photo 3) - There are a couple of loose pipes near the laundry (See
Photo 2) .
HOT WATER TANK:  - Generally showing typical wearing for its age - See average age and expected life listed
above (See Photo 5) - The vent pipe is loose (See Photo 6) - The pressure release valve pipe is too close to the
basement floor and should be cut off about six inches above the floor (See Photo 7).

WATER ENTRY PIPE:  - Appears to be the original galvanized pipe - Galvanized piping can corrode inside the
pipe, narrowing the diameter, and restricting water flow - If pressure becomes bothersome or leaks develop, the
entry pipe may need updated .  - (See Photo 1)
DRAIN EXIT PIPE:  - Appears to be the original metal - Suggest questioning the owner if the line ever gets
clogged with roots and needs snaked out routinely .
DRAIN PIPING:  - Appears to be a mixture of the original metal and newer plastic - Visually appears in
acceptable condition.
GAS PIPING:  - Piping visible generally appears properly installed - Monitor as it ages .  - (See Photo 8) - Gas
pipe to the laundry is loose and could be better secured.

TYPICAL PLUMBING MAINTENANCE:  - Inspect supply and drain piping routinely for leaks, clogs - Monitor gas
piping/appliances for leaks - Monitor hot water tank for leaks, gurgling noises, etc. - Hot water tank can be
drained occasionally to remove dirt and sediment build up .

ABANDONED PIPES:  - On the rear basement wall may have been to an old cistern - Pipes could be removed
and capped if desired.  - (See Photo 4)

PLUMBING INSPECTION PROCEDURE:  - Water is run through all of the house fixtures for several minutes
and toilets flushed several times - Supply and drain piping is visually inspected for evidence of leaks/clogs -
Several fixtures are operated at the same time to determine the adequacy of the water pressure - Water is run
from a basement fixture for about fifteen minutes to help determine that the main exit pipe is not clogged - The
hot water tank is visually inspected and operated - Gas piping is visually inspected. Suspected gas leaks are
tested with a gas detector - Water softening/conditioning/filter equipment is not inspected - Plumbing comments
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PANEL COMPONENTS WIRING

The items inspected are in ACCEPTABLE condition except as noted below. Photos

1
2
3

2

3

4

5

6

1

Main Breaker
Main Panel

In Main Panel
Basement

100 Amp - 240 Volt Circuit Breakers

Panel Cabinet
Panel Cover
Breakers / Fuses

Wiring General Condition
Wiring Workmanship

Electrical Sys. Operation

Smoke DetectorsWire Connections
Grounding/Bonding

PANEL(S) LOCATION PANEL TYPE

SMOKE DETBRANCH WIRING TYPE
Copper - Romex

Copper - Knob & Tube

7

DETECTORS:  - Smoke and carbon monoxide detectors are recommended on each level and at sleeping areas
- Did not appear to be detectors in all the recommended locations - Suggest adding detectors where needed -
Detectors beeping that may indicate the batteries are low .

GROUNDING/BONDING:  - Ground wire jump at the water meter is disconnected and needs immediately
repaired .  - (See Photo 2)
WIRING:  - It appears almost all of the house wiring has been updated to newer romex - There is a very small
amount of knob and tube wiring in use near the basement steps - In the basement, minor repairs are needed -
There are several open junction boxes that need covers installed (See Photos 3, 4, 5) - There is a loose junction
box at the basement bath area (See Photo 6) - There is an abandoned wire at the basement steps that needs
removed (See Photo 7) - See other pages of the report for suggested electrical repairs and updates .
LIGHTING:  - There is not lighting at the basement steps and minimal lighting in other parts of the basement -
Suggest adding lights as needed.

SERVICE CAPACITY:  - It is recommended that today's homes have a minimum of 100 amp service - The
service for this home appears adequate for the current loads - Monitor as it ages .

TYPICAL ELECTRICAL MAINTENANCE: - Inspect the exterior electrical entry cable for deterioration/fraying,
pulling loose, damage from trees, etc. - Keep the joint sealed where the main cable enters the house wall -
Visually inspect the main electrical panel for evidence of water entry, loose wires, etc. - Label all panel circuits if
not done - Routinely check GFCI and AFCI circuits for proper operation - Smoke and carbon monoxide
detectors recommended on each level - Detectors should be tested regularly and should be updated about
every ten years and batteries replaced yearly ..

ELECTRICAL PANEL:  - Appears to have been updated - Appears professionally installed and in functional
condition - Monitor as the property ages - Panel not completely labeled - Suggest labeling all circuits .  - (See
Photo 1)

ELECTRICAL INSPECTION PROCEDURE:  - The cover will be removed from the main panel unless noted - All
panels will be visually inspected - Branch wiring and grounding will be visually inspected - Basement outlets and
lights will be visually inspected and operated - Smoke and carbon monoxide detectors will be visually inspected
- Detectors will be tested if it appears they are not connected to a security system - Demand misers, security
systems, TV service, phone service, and intercom systems are not inspected - Electrical comments may also be
listed on other pages of the report .
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The items inspected are in ACCEPTABLE condition except as noted below. Photos
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1

KITCHEN COMPONENTS LAUNDRY COMPONENTS
Floors
Walls & Ceilings
Doors
Windows
Lights & Switches
Kit. Outlets & GFCIs

Gen. Condition
Gas Range
Gas Oven
Exhaust Fan
Refrigerator

Washer Hookup
Laundry Outlets
Dryer Vent
Dryer Gas Outlet
Laundry Sink/Faucet

Cabinets & Counters
Heating/Cooling
Sink & Faucet
Supply & Waste Pipes
Sink Sprayer

KITCHEN OUTLETS:  - GFCI protected outlets are recommended at kitchen counters - Current outlets are GFCI
protected however defective outlets detected that need repaired / replaced - Outlet to the right of the sink is
seized up and needs replaced .
KITCHEN APPLIANCES:  - Refrigerator is older and running somewhat noisy - It was cooling properly at this
time - The gas stove is older - Three of the burners would not ignite - Repair as needed.

CEILING:  - There is some cracking/peeling to the heavy texture on the kitchen ceiling - This aligns with the bath
above - Monitor for leaks - There are slight stains on the ceilings above the dinette and rear entry - This likely
occurred before the roof was replaced .  - (See Photo 1)  - (See Photo 2)  - (See Photo 3)

TYPICAL KITCHEN/LAUNDRY MAINTENANCE:  - Test GFCI outlets routinely for proper operation - Monitor
sinks, dishwashers for leaks - Kitchen and dryer exhaust vents should be cleaned regularly to reduce the risk of
clogging .

COUNTERS:  - Counter is chipped at the corner.  - (See Photo 4)
KITCHEN SINK:  - Drain "S" trap present - This can cause gurgling noises and slow drainage to sink - An air
admittance valve could be installed under the sink if bothersome .  - (See Photo 5)
OUTLETS:  - There is an older two pronged outlet at the dinette area that could be updated if desired.
CABINETS:  - Some shelves are missing .
DRYER GAS PIPE:  - There is a hook up for a gas dryer only - If electric is desired, a 220 circuit would need
installed .
LAUNDRY SINK:  - Sink is not plumbed and could be connected if desired.  - (See Photo 6)

KITCHEN/LAUNDRY INSPECTION PROCEDURE:  - Floors, walls, ceilings, and cabinets will be visually
inspected - Accessible doors and windows will be visually inspected and operated - Water will be run at
kitchen/laundry sinks for several minutes - Sink sprayers will be tested - Outlets, lights/switches will be visually
inspected and tested - GFCI outlets will be tested - Kitchen appliances, including; stoves, ovens, exhaust fans,
built-in microwaves, built-in dishwashers, disposals, trash compactors, instant hot units, and central vacuum
systems will be operated for a short time in their general cycles - Special features on these appliances such as
timers, self-cleaning cycles, etc. are not inspected - Washers and dryers are not inspected .
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The items inspected are in ACCEPTABLE condition except as noted below.
1

Photos

BATHROOMS COMPONENTS

BATHROOMS MECHANICALS
Walls & Ceilings Windows

Floors Doors Closets Cabinets & Counters

Bath Outlets & GFCIs
Lights & Switches
Heating/Cooling

Bath Sinks & Faucets
Toilets
Tubs/Showers & Faucets

Supply & Waste Pipes
Tub & Shower Walls

Bath Exhaust Fans

SINKS:  - Second floor sink is somewhat loose and could be secured - The basement bath sink is awkwardly
installed and drains into the shower - Could be revised.  - (See Photo 4)
TOILETS:  - Loose on floor and needs properly secured at the second floor bath - There are stains on the floor
around the toilet indicating past leaks.  - (See Photo 1)
WINDOWS:  - The safety latches are broken on the second floor bath window - This window would not lock
properly - Repair as needed.  - (See Photo 2)
HEATING/COOLING:  - No heat source visible to the bathroom - Suggest review by a heating contractor and
heat source added as needed .

BATH OUTLETS:  - GFCI protected outlets are recommended in bathrooms - Current bath outlets are GFCI
protected and operating properly - Test routinely .
ACCESS:  - There is an access panel in the basement stairway for piping to the second floor bath .  - (See Photo
3)

TYPICAL BATH MAINTENANCE:  - Monitor bath fixtures for leaks to develop - Bath exhaust fans should be
cleaned regularly to reduce the risk of clogging and overheating - Test bath GFCI circuits routinely for proper
operation .

WALLS/CEILINGS:  - Minor cracks evident on the bath ceiling - Walls are scratched likely from an animal - Small
holes in the walls could be patched .
INTERIOR DOORS:  - Door(s) not latching and could be adjusted at the second floor bath.
SHOWERS:  - The basement shower does not appear to be plumbed .
BATH FANS:  - There is no exhaust fan in the bath(s) - May desire installing .

BATHROOM INSPECTION PROCEDURE:  - Floors, walls, ceilings, cabinets, tub/shower enclosures are visually
inspected - Accessible doors and windows will be visually inspected and operated - Water is run through sinks,
tubs, showers for several minutes and toilets are flushed several times - Whirlpool tubs will be filled and
operated - Access panels will be removed to view piping/pump - Outlets and lights/switches will be visually
inspected/operated  - GFCI outlets will be tested - Exhaust fans are inspected/operated .
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Photos

INTERIOR ROOMS COMPONENTS

INTERIOR ROOMS MECHANICALS

Floors Doors Stairs & Railings Fireplace(s)
Walls & Ceilings Windows Closets

Outlets Lights & Switches
Ceiling Fans

Heating/Cooling

WINDOWS:  - Replacement windows present - Suggest asking about/obtaining transferable warranty - A couple
of windows are difficult to lock - One front bedroom window is sealed with caulk - Weatherstripping is loose on
one dining room window (See Photo 5) - Repair/maintain as needed.
OUTLETS:  - Most of the house outlets are newer grounded type and are properly wired - This indicates newer
wiring was installed - There are just a couple of older two pronged type - There is only one outlet in the dining
room and we could not get any power to it - There are two outlets in each bedroom and additional outlets could
be installed if desired.
SWITCHES:  - There is an older push button light switch in the dining room that could be updated as needed -
The light switch at the top of the basement steps did not appear functional - Repair as needed.

TYPICAL INTERIOR MAINTENANCE:  - Monitor interior ceilings for water stains - Inspect fireplaces routinely
and keep chimneys cleaned of soot/creosote - Maintain windows/doors as needed and assure there is an
operable window in each room .

FLOORS:  - Some sagging to floors evident - Generally appeared typical for age of home - Monitor as the house
ages - Squeaking evident to some floors - Generally not a structural concern and is usually caused by
subflooring becoming loose and rubbing against nails - Could be secured - Floor coverings may need pulled up
if present .
WALLS/CEILINGS:  - Scattered minor / typical stress cracking visible - The most noticeable are near the
fireplace - Patches evident on some ceilings - Small holes/dents/dings present in walls - Patching and painting
could be done for cosmetic reasons.  - (See Photo 1)  - (See Photo 2)
FIREPLACE:  - Fireplace is an old gas only unit - It is not vented per todays requirements and we suggest not
using - It may be possible to retrofit a newer ventless unit into the firebox if desired.  - (See Photo 3)  - (See
Photo 4)
INTERIOR DOORS:  - Some door handles are loose - Pocket doors slide somewhat hard and appears to be
binding on the carpet.
EXTERIOR DOORS:  - The side exterior door is older and could be updated as needed.

LIVING AREAS INSPECTION PROCEDURE:  - Floors, walls, ceilings, closets, shelving, and cabinets are
visually inspected - Accessible doors and windows are visually inspected and operated - Accessible outlets and
lights/switches are visually inspected and tested - The fireplace components, including; the firebox, hearth,
damper, gas piping/logs, and visible portions of the smoke chamber and flue are visually inspected - Issues
such as cleanliness and cosmetic appeal are not commented on - Intercom systems and interior/exterior
speaker systems are not inspected .
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The items inspected are in ACCEPTABLE condition except as noted below.
1

Photos

ATTIC AREAS

Wood Rafters
Board Decking

Insulation Depth
Fiberglass

Vent. Amount
Vents Screening

Attic Wiring
Attic Lights

Masonry NoneHatch

Upper Attic
Side Attics

Entire Attic
Part of Attic

Entered
Entered

ACCESS FRAMING INSULATION VENTILATION ELECTRIC CHIMNEYS EXH. FANS

VIEWABILITY HOW INSPECTED
1
2

ATTIC LIGHTS:  - There is a poorly wired light in the side attic - Repair as needed.  - (See Photo 5)

STRUCTURE:  - There is an upper attic and a side attic at the NE corner of the house - Roof framing  and
subroofing visible generally appeared in structurally sound condition at this time - Monitor as the house ages .  -
(See Photo 1)  - (See Photo 2)  - (See Photo 3)
ATTIC CHIMNEY:  - Masonry chimney in the attic was built at an angle so it could exit through the roof ridge -
This is not unusual in this age house - Monitor as the house ages - Water stains on framing around the chimney
area - Likely occurred before the roof was replaced.  - (See Photo 4)

TYPICAL ATTIC MAINTENANCE:  - Visually inspect the attic for evidence of roof leaks, animal entry, vermin -
Monitor for discoloration in attic that may indicate mold growth - Maintain bath exhaust fans that may extend into
the attic .

INSULATION DEPTH: - It appears insulation was added and appears close to the recommended levels -
Monitor as the house ages - There is loose insulation in the side attic that could be secured .  - (See Photo 6)

ATTIC INSPECTION PROCEDURE:  - Spaces are entered and the entire space walked and visually inspected
if there is more than three feet of headroom - If headroom is limited or the attic space too small, the attic will be
viewed from the access panel - The attic structure, insulation, ventilation, bath fans, doors, windows, stairs, are
visually inspected - Attic wiring, lights, outlets are visually inspected and tested - Whole house fans and
powered fans will be operated unless covered or weather does not allow - Any discoloration in the attic will be
reported - Further testing may be desired to determine if toxic mold is present .
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The items inspected are in ACCEPTABLE condition except as noted below.
1

Photos

FOUNDATION TYPES

7

FOUNDATION FRAMING FLOOR INSUL/VENT SUMP PUMPS DRYNESS

VIEWABILITY FOUNDATION ENTRY

Concrete Block
Tile Block

Wood Joists
Sill/Header Bds.

Sub Flooring

Concrete Floor Basement Insul.
Basement Wind.

Storm Sump Evidence of Damp.
Evidence of Leak.

Waterproofing Syst.

Beams/Posts

Basement Limited- Walls Covered Basement Stairs & Railings1
2
3

DISCOLORATION:  - There are stains/discoloration on the waterproofing wall covering, block walls, and wood
ceiling framing in the basement that could be mold growing - Suggest cleaning off/removing as needed .  - (See
Photo 5)  - (See Photo 6)  - (See Photo 7)  - (See Photo 8)  - (See Photo 9)
FRAMING:  - There is past termite infestation in the basement - It was stated that termite treatment was
performed - We suggest obtaining any paperwork that may apply - Some repairs were made by installing new
wood in places (See Photos 10, 11, 12) - However, in our opinion, there is damage at the east end of the main
beam and damage to framing at the NW corner of the basement that was not repaired - We suggest installing
new framing here as needed (See Photos 13, 14).

FOUNDATION WALLS:  - The foundation walls are completely covered by the waterproofing system wallboard -
Minor settling / cracking is common in all structures - Water draining near the foundation can cause further
movement and therefore it is important that water drains away properly - There was not visible evidence of
significant or unusual structural movement - Monitor as the house ages .
SUMP DRAIN:  - The sump is draining into the ground outside and we could not determine where it drains to -
Suggest making sure it is draining properly.  - (See Photo 3)

BASEMENT FLOOR:  - Minor cracks evident in the basement floor - Generally appeared typical - Suggest
monitoring - The floor is rough where the old furnace was located - It could be patched of desired .  - (See Photo
1)
BASEMENT WINDOWS:  - Newer glass block with vents present - They generally appear in sound condition .
STORM SUMP:  - Function of the storm sump pump is to pump storm water from the footer drain pipes up into
the spouting drain system - Pump appears to be operating properly at this time - Sump pump was likely added
as part of the waterproofing system - Battery back ups are recommended on storm sump pumps - A battery
back up could be installed in case the electric goes out .  - (See Photo 2)
FOUNDATION WETNESS:  - The inspection for wetness in the foundation was limited for the following reasons:
- disclosure sheet was not available to review - homeowner was not available to question - ground is frozen and
snow covered - The basement has had a professional waterproofing system installed - Suggest asking the
owner if there is a transferable warranty with the system - There was not visible evidence of current wetness -
Any level below ground is vulnerable to possible dampness or leakage - This risk can be greatly reduced by
keeping the spouting system maintained, making sure ground and paving is sloping away, keeping sump pumps
functional, etc. - Suggest keeping up with this maintenance and monitoring - This basement will be vulnerable
for wetness until the spouting system is repaired and possibly ground drainage improved - Some of the wall
covering for the waterproofing system is loose and could be better secured to the walls.  - (See Photo 4)

TYPICAL FOUNDATION MAINTENANCE:  - Inspect the foundation routinely for evidence of changes to the
structure - Inspect routinely for evidence of water entry around the foundation - Inspect framing under exterior
doors exposed to the weather for evidence of water entry - Keep sump pits cleaned, covered, and the pump
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This summary page is provided as a courtesy for quicker access to some of the information from within the inspection report. It is not
intended as a substitute for reading the entire inspection report.  Items listed below may be discussed further on the corresponding
report page.  There also may be more findings than what is listed on this page.

John M. SimlerInspector:

PLUMBING
BASEMENT CHIMNEY:  - Some deterioration to mortar joints evident - Suggest tuckpointing as needed - The hot water tank is venting into this chimney
- A new liner was not installed - Suggest review by a plumbing contractor and a liner installed if needed - Sometimes interior chimneys do not need liners
- When the hot water tank is updated, a high efficiency tank could be installed and the chimney would not be needed.  - (See Photo 9)

ELECTRICAL
DETECTORS:  - Smoke and carbon monoxide detectors are recommended on each level and at sleeping areas - Did not appear to be detectors in all
the recommended locations - Suggest adding detectors where needed - Detectors beeping that may indicate the batteries are low .

FOUNDATION
DISCOLORATION:  - There are stains/discoloration on the waterproofing wall covering, block walls, and wood ceiling framing in the basement that could
be mold growing - Suggest cleaning off/removing as needed .  - (See Photo 5)  - (See Photo 6)  - (See Photo 7)  - (See Photo 8)  - (See Photo 9)
FRAMING:  - There is past termite infestation in the basement - It was stated that termite treatment was performed - We suggest obtaining any
paperwork that may apply - Some repairs were made by installing new wood in places (See Photos 10, 11, 12) - However, in our opinion, there is
damage at the east end of the main beam and damage to framing at the NW corner of the basement that was not repaired - We suggest installing new
framing here as needed (See Photos 13, 14).

1 - MAJOR REPAIRS / SAFETY HAZARDS

ROOF
GUTTERS & DOWNSPOUTS:  - It appears when the roof was replaced, gutters were removed and not reinstalled - Gutters are missing at the two front
corners and rear corner (See Photos 7, 8, 9) - Suggest installing immediately along with splashguards .
DOWNSPOUT DRAINAGE:  - The downspouts are draining through short extensions and into the yard (See Photos 10, 11) - Suggest extending further
away from the foundation.

EXTERIOR
ROOF RETURNS:  - There are small roof returns at the corners of the house that are covered with metal - There is peeling paint and rusting to the metal
- There are some gaps where exposed wood is visible behind - Suggest patching, sanding, painting as needed.  - (See Photo 5)  - (See Photo 6)

GROUNDS
PORCH:  - Rear porch is missing railings at the end - There is deterioration to wood at the corner - The metal wrap around the post is dented / damaged
- Repair as needed.  - (See Photo 3)  - (See Photo 4)
DRAINAGE:  - The site appears to be very flat including the ground around the immediate foundation - It appears a perforated drainage pipe was
installed along the south walk - However, it is damaged and we could not determine where it drains to - A new pipe may need installed - Question owner
if water ponds in the yard - It is possible topsoil may need added, walks replaced, etc. to improve drainage.  - (See Photo 5)  - (See Photo 6)  - (See
Photo 7)

GARAGE
GARAGE GUTTERS:  - There are not any gutters on the garage - Water draining near the foundation or framing could cause damage or structural
movement - Suggest installing gutters and extending them away properly .  - (See Photo 1)
VINYL SIDING:  - Panel(s) have holes/cracks and could be replaced .  - (See Photo 2)  - (See Photo 3)
GARAGE WINDOWS:  - Garage windows are very old - There is deterioration to wood/glazing/peeling paint - The windows may need updated .  - (See
Photo 5)  - (See Photo 6)
VEHICLE DOOR(S):  - Hinged garage doors are older - There is some deterioration to wood and loose hinges - Repair or update as needed.  - (See
Photo 7)

HEATING / COOLING
DUCTWORK:  - Duct repairs are needed - A duct at the NW corner of the basement has fallen and is laying on the basement floor - This duct is also
disconnected where it connects to the main duct (See Photos 4, 5, 6) - There is a duct in the SW corner room that has gaps at a joint (See Photo 7) -
Holes were awkwardly cut into a duct in the center of the basement - Suggest patching and installing a heat source to the basement as needed  (See
Photo 8) - Most ductwork is newer however, there are small older sections of ducts - Wrapping on these may contain asbestos fibers - Some is frayed /
deteriorated - Suggest removing or covering.  - (See Photo 9)  - (See Photo 10)

PLUMBING
SUPPLY PIPING:  - Most of the basement supply piping has been updated to CPVC - There is copper piping to the second floor bath - CPVC is a newer
type of plastic piping being used today - There is heavy corrosion at a pipe joint above the hot water tank (See Photo 3) - There are a couple of loose
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intended as a substitute for reading the entire inspection report.  Items listed below may be discussed further on the corresponding
report page.  There also may be more findings than what is listed on this page.

John M. SimlerInspector:

pipes near the laundry (See Photo 2) .
HOT WATER TANK:  - Generally showing typical wearing for its age - See average age and expected life listed above (See Photo 5) - The vent pipe is
loose (See Photo 6) - The pressure release valve pipe is too close to the basement floor and should be cut off about six inches above the floor (See
Photo 7).

ELECTRICAL
GROUNDING/BONDING:  - Ground wire jump at the water meter is disconnected and needs immediately repaired .  - (See Photo 2)
WIRING:  - It appears almost all of the house wiring has been updated to newer romex - There is a very small amount of knob and tube wiring in use
near the basement steps - In the basement, minor repairs are needed - There are several open junction boxes that need covers installed (See Photos 3,
4, 5) - There is a loose junction box at the basement bath area (See Photo 6) - There is an abandoned wire at the basement steps that needs removed
(See Photo 7) - See other pages of the report for suggested electrical repairs and updates .
LIGHTING:  - There is not lighting at the basement steps and minimal lighting in other parts of the basement - Suggest adding lights as needed.

KITCHEN / LAUNDRY
KITCHEN OUTLETS:  - GFCI protected outlets are recommended at kitchen counters - Current outlets are GFCI protected however defective outlets
detected that need repaired / replaced - Outlet to the right of the sink is seized up and needs replaced .
KITCHEN APPLIANCES:  - Refrigerator is older and running somewhat noisy - It was cooling properly at this time - The gas stove is older - Three of the
burners would not ignite - Repair as needed.

BATHROOMS
SINKS:  - Second floor sink is somewhat loose and could be secured - The basement bath sink is awkwardly installed and drains into the shower - Could
be revised.  - (See Photo 4)
TOILETS:  - Loose on floor and needs properly secured at the second floor bath - There are stains on the floor around the toilet indicating past leaks.  -
(See Photo 1)
WINDOWS:  - The safety latches are broken on the second floor bath window - This window would not lock properly - Repair as needed.  - (See Photo
2)
HEATING/COOLING:  - No heat source visible to the bathroom - Suggest review by a heating contractor and heat source added as needed .

INTERIOR ROOMS
WINDOWS:  - Replacement windows present - Suggest asking about/obtaining transferable warranty - A couple of windows are difficult to lock - One
front bedroom window is sealed with caulk - Weatherstripping is loose on one dining room window (See Photo 5) - Repair/maintain as needed.
OUTLETS:  - Most of the house outlets are newer grounded type and are properly wired - This indicates newer wiring was installed - There are just a
couple of older two pronged type - There is only one outlet in the dining room and we could not get any power to it - There are two outlets in each
bedroom and additional outlets could be installed if desired.
SWITCHES:  - There is an older push button light switch in the dining room that could be updated as needed - The light switch at the top of the
basement steps did not appear functional - Repair as needed.

ATTIC
ATTIC LIGHTS:  - There is a poorly wired light in the side attic - Repair as needed.  - (See Photo 5)
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